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About This Content

The gods of Greece have been defeated, but they are not the only pantheon who has risen up against mankind. In this expansion
to MYTHEON, The gods of Egypt led by Anubis have laid siege to the city of Thebes. Only the mightiest of Stonecasters can

hope to prevail against this new threat!

The Egypt expansion requires the original Mytheon game. Purchasing the expansion gives players immediate access to all new
Egyptian stones and the new hub city of Thebes, but only the most hardened heroes (level 28 or higher) will be allowed to

venture beyond Thebes into the mysterious lands of Egypt.

Key Features

Level cap increased to 40

New hub city of Thebes to meet others and prepare your forces

New PvP dueling location

New PvP scenario

66 new stones including 3 new ultra-rare stones for each class
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A new merge combo set available for each class

The first legendary weapon is hidden in Egypt and will require perseverance and Stone Forging skills to acquire

Nearly 300 new items to find and equip, including a new Egypytian-god-themed set for each class

Still no microtransactions! Play all the content of the new MMO expansion without any additional fees
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Developer:
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Its an ok game, some decent jump scares but they started to become predictable. However decent game for the price. Loved it,
got 100% pretty easily! Miss the old arcade games!. It´s a indie survival horror game with old playstyle, fixed camera and
limited view.... whats not to like?

It makes me jump, its creepy, you have no controll over your character witch just make it more fun.... wish there was a panic
button?

So far i enjoy it, its like $5, half a beer..... witch i think i will take when i play the last part of episode 1 tonight, cheers... i
promise i wont pee myself.

Ingame Gameplay

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ox2Qss_sLU. I enjoyed the content but the client that Steam boots up is broken. It\u2019s
links don\u2019t work, for me only episodes 1 and 2 would load up. The others I had to rummage through the files to find,
which wasn\u2019t ideal but it\u2019s better than nothing.

For anyone that might not know how to do that, go to the directory which you downloaded the game in, go to SteamLibrary >
steamapps > common > SuperGameJam > content > films and then navigate from there.

I would down vote due to the actual product being broken, but I\u2019m going to go off of the actual content, which I enjoyed.

I liked the concept of bringing two indie developers together at one of their houses and spending the next 48 hours making a
game based on a theme that the previous pair had suggested. Five episodes in total, It was cool to see them work together, mind
map all their ideas and throw together a unique little game with such little time. It was also interesting to see the chemistry
between each pair. Some got on really well, others didn\u2019t seem to as much. I actually really liked the way the guys in
episode 3 worked together. Overall it was fun, and you can even play the prototypes that they worked on.

If you have an interest in indie game development and want to kill some time, then give this a watch.

TL;DR : Thing Steam boots up is kind of broken, might have to rummage around in the files but overall it\u2019s a fun 5-part
documentary with an interesting concept that shows how developers work together and bounce around ideas.. LOL! I watch this
I think almost Everyday

#GetWrath. really addicting, but it was only interesting for me for a few hours and it doesnt have much replayability imo. but
for the price its worth picking up, id recommend it. Well, I won this in a giveaway and I'd like to say a few things:

Pro's

This game is very good currently. It's new aswell.
It has a very good AI and the features of this game are amazing.
I like the way the creator/developer has used artistic kind of features to make this.

Overall: great game :D get it! very good!. Like seemingly almost all of 1C's games, this game features a number of unpatched
bugs, a horrible and laggy user interface, and just plain awkward and bad game design. Definitely not recommended.
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What a disappointment. This game is a semi-interesting puzzler, I open it up every week or so & do a couple of levels, but that's
about it.

This game was one that looked great on paper - Neil Gaiman, awesome art style, interesting storyline - but it all fell flat. The
graphics look quite dated, there's basically no storyline, and what was Gaiman's input? I can't work it out.

I can't really recommend this game, and that sucks because I was so exicted when I bought it. It's an ok puzzler, but that's about
it.. Fun game. Took me about half an hour to go through all three levels. Very easy, and the story is basically non-existent, but
the game has a good atmosphere. I thought it was worth the price I paid for it, at least.. The developers made a quick cashgrap
by making a 'sequel' software that is literally the same thing instead of keep updating this one.

THIS SOFTWARE IS ABANDONED.. I was waiting for this! I'm glad that it was released already. I immediately bought it as
soon as I can. It was a nice read. The length was comparable to the first chapter. If you like being verbally abused by a beautiful
half-Japanese tsundere, buy this. You won't regret it.. Coffence is a very interesting product! Wonky coffee style fighter that is
textbook "easy to learn, hard to master".
Newly added AI feature is a really nice touch!
Looking forward to an online multiplayer patch so we can finally settle who's the world's very best coffee fighter!!. the game is
generally not bad, but it has already been written that there are few levels, and everything is quite nice. INVERSUS is a great
looking, great sounding game that anyone can enjoy.

The "Arcade Mode" pits either one or two of you against an increasingly hectic number of computer-controlled enemies. The
mode is great for solo/co-op, using friends-based or global leaderboards to keep track of just how far you've got to go to get to
the top. Arcade games can be played while waiting in an online lobby too, good for a warm-up while you're waiting for your
next opponent.

"Versus Mode" is the game's player vs. player game type. Versus games can be played either 1 vs 1, or 2 vs 2. Getting a match
online can be difficult from time to time, but the offical Discord channel is a perfect resource, with channels specific to finding
folks that play the game. The leaderboards also keep track of versus rank in the background, so you can fight your way to the
top if you're feeling saucy.

INVERSUS is awesome. Play INVERSUS.. Remake of an absolute classic, from a time before modern computers. Experience
the Classic version for the genuine old-time experience!. Ever wanted to play a stripped-down version of Kingdom Rush with
worse gameplay, fewer levels, generic graphics, and annoyingly repetitive sounds and music? Me neither.
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